Exact finite sum representations of the angular momentum projection operator in the following two cases are derived: i) when the intrinsic state is axially symmetric but the azimuthal quantum number K is not equal to zero, ii) when the intrinsic state does not have axial symmetry. Advantages of such representations over projection via exact numerical quadrature are discussed.
Introduction
Angular momentum projection occupies an extremely important position in Nuclear structure calculation and not unnaturally, a lot of effort has been spent in understanding the various projection techniques [1] [2] [3] . Recent studies have indicated [-4 ] that the cranking approaches, which are methods for bypassing the involved technicalities of exact projection, may be quite unreliable in the backbending region. This emphasizes the necessity for exact projection, but the use of the usual Peierls-Yoccoz projector for large systems often leads to numerical problems. An alternative form of the projector in the form of an exact finite sum has been proposed by Kelemen and Dreizler [5] . The usefulness of the projector for states containing large number of particles and its amenability to approximations have recently been demonstrated [6] . Only the axially symmetric case with the azimuthal quantum number zero was discussed in Ref. 5. The purpose of this note is to extend the treatment in Ref. 5 to derive analogous finite sum representations of projectors when i) the wave-function is axially symmetric but has azimuthal quantum number K not equal to zero ii) the wave-function is triaxial. The axially symmetric K 4 = 0 intrinsic state is encountered in the calculation of excited state bands and several intrinsic states are known which do not possess axial symmetry [7] . In Sect. 2 the projection technique in the triaxial case is discussed. This is followed in Sect. 3 by the discussion of projection in the case of axially symmetric K 4= 0 intrinsic state.
Projection Technique
The Peierls-Yoccoz projection operator for angular momentum ff~K is given by /3~ (2J + 1). s* ^
MK= g~ JdODMK(O)R(~2)
where /~(O) is the rotation operator. The deformed wave-function ]7.) can be expanded in terms of the eigen-functions of j2 and fz:
where 2 denotes other quantum numbers necessary to specify the state completely and
For projection of 17') on to eigenstates of j2 and in the triaxial case the matrix elements (7.10/svJK 17') are needed, where O is either the Hamiltonian /t or the unit operator. Substitution of the expression /~(~2) = e-i~J~ e-ia# e-i~J~ ','(r .~K,,,,-, ~o) n,n',/=0
9 <TqOe iP~ over a discrete set of points. A direct numerical evaluation of the integral (2.5) can be attempted via some quadrature scheme where the integral is expressed as a weighted sum over a discrete set of points. Equation (2.12) can be looked upon as one such scheme which is exact and where the weight factors are given by a"~"' (T ~'KK' w, fl0). 
